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in order to crack an account quickly, a cracking tool is used to find
the user login account. this cracking tool finds user login account

from the combination list. this combination list consists of two
parts. the first part is generated automatically by the tool, based

on the number of accounts we currently have in our database. the
second part of the combination list is provided by the user. in case

of large amounts of accounts, it is possible that the second part
will be used only partially. this partially used list will be revised by
the tool as required. black bullet also allows its users to password
crack other user's accounts that is different from your own. now,

this is actually a good feature. if you can successfully crack a
password on someones account then you can use their account to
log in to your own account and then change your password. this

attack does not cost you anything. a mg_prot + mg_auth
combination is a very effective way of cracking any accounts. this
combination works well with mg_users . you can easily crack a list
of user/passwords in less than 3 minutes. this attack does not cost

you anything. it is listed that rage can only do 4,000 accounts a
day. however, rage can only do 5 accounts per second. that is a
mere 5 accounts. we highly doubt that this is true. we have been
doing this for the last 4 years and each account check has taken

at least 1 minute, and has lasted at least a few seconds. you
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should be able to do dozens of accounts in a couple of minutes
using a decent speed internet connection. the main problem here

was that the person was probably using their own personal
account on the website. i'm not entirely sure what it was, but it

must have been a personal account. it appears that an individual
would be able to get around 500 accounts an hour with this

method. now, this is not the same as rage per second. this is the
number of accounts per hour.
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the bug version 0.98l includes a dedicated link for easier
installation. if you want to install the software using the provided

exe file, make sure you have no antivirus running. otherwise
hitman3-setup will disable your antivirus and you should be fine.
in the meantime, if you would like to change your gamertag on

epic games, you can create a new epic id. create new account as
normal. after you launch the game, you should notice an

additional icon on the main screen where you can change your
gamertag, without connecting your ps4 to internet. if you have a
problem with gamertag display, you can connect your ps4 to the

internet and change your gamertag from the console. this is a
good news for all users who are planning to switch from hitman 2
to hitman 3 using an epic games account. the ioi team has now

changed their policy to make it easier to switch accounts. we have
already asked about this a few weeks ago and they reassured us
that epic games give the permission to switch accounts between
those games. do not do anything without wisdom and support of
the programmer. we are aware that a lot of people are still trying

to play this software without any support. the developers have not
told us anything about any changes in their public forums. a lot of
people are complaining about issues but not many are ready to
work with the programmer. to repeat all the instructions once

again, we have to inform you to follow the instructions before you
follow any feedbacks. do not install the downloaded files, follow

the instructions given before downloading, even though you have
already downloaded the files. do not install the files you

downloaded. hitman3-setup is not designed to work with exe files
and its not designed to install files. 5ec8ef588b
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